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Leading the Eyre Peninsula’s renaissance with DSO iron mining-export from 2013 

When AuBJ spoke with Dr John Parker, Managing Director of South Australian Eyre 

Peninsula-focused emerging iron ore and base metals miner Lincoln Minerals Ltd. 

(ASX:LML) (“Lincoln”) in late-2010, he said that the company’s flagship Gum Flat property 

could be its “first serious mining project” in the region. If Lincoln could take its wholly-

owned Gum Flat hematite-goethite direct shipping (DSO) iron ore resource inventory to two 

million tonnes, he said, it could move on with plans for a mining operation. 

Gum Flat, some 20 kilometres from Port Lincoln, now houses an inferred mineral resource of 

103 million tonnes of iron ore including 99 million tonnes magnetite ore and four million 

tonnes hematite-goethite ore—and, combined with other projects on Eyre Peninsula, an iron 

ore exploration target of over one billion tonnes. The project is on track for stage one DSO 

mining in approximately one year pending approvals, and it isn’t the only one that Lincoln 

has incrementally advanced. There’s the new high grade base metals discovery at Minbrie 

near Cowell on the Eyre Peninsula’s east coast, and the 21 December 2011 granting of 

Exploration Licence EL 4815 (“Nantuma”) adjoining Iron Road Limited’s (ASX: IRD) 2.1 

billion tonnes Warramboo-Central Eyre iron project. Furthermore, considering the new Uno 

Manganese prospect (Eurilla Project) (Lincoln 100 per cent), graphite evident in a number of 

licenses including the Tumby Bay-Koppio-White Flat-Greenpatch exploration licenses and 

the Cockabidnie nickel-cobalt and base metals play, it is obvious that new discoveries, 

incoming production and diverse exploration upside are all on the table. 

“At Gum Flat, we’re pushing ahead with the stage one operation. We will get good cashflow 

from that while better establishing and defining stage two,” Parker says. 

“The high grade Minbrie discovery has everyone at Lincoln excited—if we prove up a 

reasonable size copper-lead-zinc-silver resource, it could be a great opportunity for us. And, 

our grassroots iron ore project at Nantuma is attractive given the success of Iron Road next to 

us.” 

Lincoln’s Eyre Peninsula footprint now houses more than 120 million tonnes of JORC 

compliant indicated and inferred iron ore resources, topped with a multitude of high priority 

iron ore exploration targets totalling over one billion tonnes. Exploration licenses are cleverly 



managed, affording the company access to data from programmes conducted by partners on 

top of its swath of wholly-owned opportunities. Building this kind of presence in one of 

Australia’s most prolific mining addresses is no easy feat, and Lincoln continues to generate 

one heck of a growth profile. 

Stage one at Gum Flat 

Home to over 100 million tonnes of iron ore (mostly magnetite, some DSO suitable hematite-

goethite) in the Barns-Rifle Range area, Gum Flat awaits port facility, groundwater, financing 

and other baseline approvals ahead of first production in approximately 12 months. A Heads 

of Agreement has been penned with Jiangyin Huaxi Steel Co. Ltd. of China, which plans to 

take 50 per cent of the project’s hematite and magnetite production. Stage one targets up to 

500,000 tonnes per annum DSO production and export through nearby Port Lincoln, 

including the annual upgrade of around one million tonnes of lower grade hematite-goethite 

ore (to circa 55 per cent iron) over a three to five year run. Plans for stage two involve the 

magnetite; mining around 10 million tonnes per annum before processing it onsite to generate 

2-2.5 million tonnes of high grade concentrate yearly, and delineating additional resources to 

support a mine life of around 20 years. 

“In stage one, we have the DSO pit on top of the magnetite ore body and, in theory, we could 

continue on mining there to take that into stage two,” Parker explains. 

“The critical thing is that 18 months ago, when we started this process, we could see that the 

cashflow from stage one could deliver a standalone operation on its own.” 

Lincoln’s progress as landowner has been rapid. The team has prepared a mining lease 

proposal which will go to the government upon receipt of the groundwater license. 

“We border a groundwater basin which is used by the general public so we’re going to 

demonstrate that our mining won’t disturb it,” Parker says. 

“The main aquifer where we are is dry and our detailed modelling has shown that we won’t 

directly affect water in that, and that’s where we are in terms of the main focus today.” 

Pending this license, the mining lease for approvals process will take around six months. A 

detailed mining and rehabilitation plan will follow, taking another few months ahead of 

commencing stage one. Meanwhile, resource delineation is ongoing and Parker says that it 

will prove vital in enabling Lincoln to bring a large magnetite project onstream. 

“100 million tonnes of magnetite isn’t really enough to sustain a large operation; that’s why 

we want to get stage one going and continue on resource definition drilling. We stopped 

drilling when we got to [that tonnage] but we are confident that the ore body, which we’ve 

drilled down to around 300 metres, extends to at least 500 metres,” he explains. 

“Also, although we have a strike length today of about two kilometres, there’s a 3.5 kilometre 

long anomaly so we’re confident of proving up a bigger resource. If we can tie it in with 

some of our other exploration targets, it will work very well.” 

The fact that Gum Flat is prospective for polymetallic minerals including gold, uranium, base 

metals and graphite makes it even more interesting. Given graphite’s bullish prices and the 



project’s location just two kilometres in strike length from the world class Uley graphite 

mine, these value-adds offer favourable future cashflow opportunities in addition to the 

growing iron ore production profile. 

A knack for discovery 

When diamond drill core from the Minbrie project delivered significant copper-lead-zinc and 

silver intersections over a 29.5 metre interval—returning assay lab result averages of 0.76 per 

cent copper (Cu), 7.37 per cent lead (Pb), 1.88 per cent zinc (Zn) and nine grams per tonne 

silver (9.0g/t Au)—the discovery played neatly into Lincoln’s position. Results compare 

favourably to Rex Minerals’ Hillside copper-gold deposit in South Australia’s Yorke 

Peninsula and Oz Minerals’ Prominent Hill copper-gold mine near Coober Pedy.  

Furthermore, given Lincoln’s joint venture arrangement with Centrex Metals Limited (ASX: 

CXM) under which Lincoln holds the rights to all mineralisation except for iron ore, held by 

Centrex, the high grade base metals hits are a significant potential opportunity. 

“The other advantage for us with respect to the lead is that one of the largest lead smelters on 

earth is at Port Pirie, only about 200 kilometres from us by road,” Parker says. 

“Centrex, holding the iron ore rights, has been doing the drilling in joint venture with one of 

the Chinese steel mills [Baotou Iron and Steel Company]. Given our arrangement with 

Centrex we have access to all of their drill core. That’s how we made this discovery.” 

Parker emphasises that exploration is still at an early stage (the discovery stems from one 

drill hole to date, BUDD192) and Lincoln plans to conduct electromagnetic work imminently 

before following up with its own drilling in mid-2012. The company may also commence a 

wider regional soil survey to identify other areas worth targeting, and, given that it is a fairly 

massive sulphide which ought to show up clearly, aims to commence geophysics within the 

coming months. 

Adding Nantuma & championing the district 

As the latest leg in Lincoln’s efforts to systematically add to its Central Eyre Peninsula iron 

ore landholding, the 510 square kilometre Nantuma license, bordering Iron Road’s 2.1 billion 

tonne play, adds significantly to the company’s exploration target. Government-run 

aeromagnetic surveying indicates a magnetite target of 0.7-1.8 billion tonnes. 

“There are no drill holes into the magnetic anomalies on our ground there, but given the large 

deposit that Iron Road have proved up immediately adjacent to us, their drilling shows a thick 

iron formation with quite coarse grain magnetite at 1.5 millimetres grain size,” Parker 

explains. 

“There’s no need to crush and grind the ore down to less than 125 microns or similar in order 

to get a high grade product. At that grain size, Nantuma ore would be suitable for sinter into 

steel mills; the magnetite concentrate doesn’t necessarily have to be pelletized before it enters 

the blast furnace.” 



While grades are not particularly high—the potential grade of the exploration target ranks at 

14-20 per cent based on Iron Road’s results— the coarse grain size may offer highly 

favourable cost-reducing implications in terms of electricity requirements.  

“We’re stitching together all of the aeromagnetic surveys previously undertaken, some of 

which are quite detailed, and it’s likely that we won’t have to fly new surveys,” Parker says. 

“We’re looking to identify targets for a major drilling programme, likely later this year after 

the November harvest season.” 

The company will embark on a drilling programme during the first half of 2012 at early stage 

exploration play Uno Manganese, supported by high grade manganese and iron potential 

delivered by the December-released fieldwork samples, and run an electromagnetic survey at 

Cockabidnie backed by the South Australian government’s PACE grant alongside that 

planned for Minbrie. 

As an emerging DSO iron ore producer with a large scalable magnetite operation to come, 

new high grade base metals discoveries, an expanding multi-mineralised footprint and solid 

collaboration with joint venture partners and government, Lincoln appears to cover every 

conceivable opportunity that comes its way. Its success rate and that of its neighbours reveals 

the Eyre Peninsula to be back in business; a revitalised modern day iron ore hub worth paying 

attention to. Highly experienced individuals have advanced Lincoln’s ground towards 

imminent production and, without doubt, the company will continue to do so for many mine 

lives to come.  

www.lincolnminerals.com.au 
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